
PHYSICAL REVIEW B

The discovery of quasicrystals has stimulated a grow-
ing interest in understanding their structural and physical
properties (for a r@ent review' see Ref. l). Among oth-
ofs, the study of thc criticat behavior of the quasiperiodic
and, more generally, the deterministic aperiodic systems
is also an active field of theoretical research, since these
systems can be regarded as a state of mattcr intermediate
between thc periodic and random extremes. The question
to be addressed is how the imperfection (aperiodicity) of
the underlying lattice affects the critical properties of a
system. Exact results in this field can be obtained on
twodimensional layered Ising rnodels with constant in-
tralayer interactions and an aperiodic modulation of thc
interlayer couplings.2 In this aspect, one usually works in
the extreme anisotropic limit, in which the system can be
described by a onedimensional quantum Ising model
(QIM) governed by thc Hamiltonian

Σ(λたσlσ琵+1+σl),
た=1

where the o's are Pauli matrices and the exchange cou-
plings 11 are modulated in some apcriodic way-

On the bulk critical properties of system ( I ), L sys-
tematic study by Luck2 showed that the effect of the

aperiodicity can be relevant or irrelevant, depcnding on

the sizc of the fluctuations in the couplings |rp. For

bounded fluctuations, the system undergoes an Ising-typc
phase transition like the homogeneous one; c.$.r the

specific heat of the systern diverges logarithmically at

critical point. For unbounded fluctuations, on the other
hand, the critical behavior is anomalous; €.8., the specific

hcat displays an esscntial singularity like in the system

with tandom couplings.3 The marginal case' which has

the fluctuations growing on a logarithmic scde, may ex-
hibit nonunivcrsal critical behavior with critical ex-
ponents dependent on the strength of the modulation.

For the surface critical behavior, bascd on scaling con-
siderations, it was recently claimeda that the relevance or

irrelcvance of the aperiodicity is related to the wandering

or 63- l 82e/9s/5r9)/Q93(3)/$06.m t-t
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exponent e), which is defined by the deviation from the
averaged coupling as follows:

△(ι)=Σ}(λた
一冗)～二ω,

た=1

where」L is the length of the chain and λ is the

coupling given by

冗=鳳士庭1い

Q)

averaged

(3)

For ω <0,thc aperiodic lnoduhtion is an irrelevant per‐

turbation so that the surface magnetization of the corre‐

sponding QIM Vanishes with a square‐ root shgularity,

ioe。,the surface cHtical exponent島
=÷ ,llke in the homo‐

geneous lsing systemo For ω >0,which corresponds to

the relevant casc,the system exhibits an anomalous sur‐

fa∝ critical behavior. And inaJy,in the marginal case

with α )==0, ■onuniversal critical bchavior is expected

with the critical exponent FL dependent on the strength

of the aperiodicityo The relevance‐ irrelevance criterion

has been verined on threc QIM'S With the couplings ar‐

ranged in specinc aperiodic sequences, 1。 c., the Thuc‐

Morse, the pe五 od‐doubling, and the Rudin‐ Shapiro sc‐

quences,4 which are an generated by substitution rules
and were chosen to represent three typical types of

a p e r i o d i c  m o d u l a t i o n宙th  ω<0 ,ω =O  a n d  ω>0 , r (困pe c‐
tively.

NoЧ′an interesting question is whether or not the sur―
face magnetization of QIM On a hierarchical httice,
which is another type oF deteministic aperiodic system

and has attracted much attention r∝ently(sαD,cog。,RIcf.

5 for a review),win su可 ∝t tO this relevan∝‐irrelevance

criteHon. In this report,lve examine the surface critical
behavior of a hierarchical quantum lshg chain。 ‐ e crit‐

ical exponent r"s is calculated exactly by using scaling ar‐
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than 0.
The model treated here is described by the Harniltoni-

an (l) with the couplings 1"1 given by

[ r , ,  k-zl  +l
lk :  

l^ r " ,  k-zn(zt+ l )

I : 0 r 1 r 2 r . . . ,  a n d  n - 1 r 2 r 3 r . . . ,  ( 4 )

where r, satisfying O ( r 1216 is a parametcr chatactertz-
ing the hierarchy. For a QIM with any distribution of
the couplings 1,1, the surface magnetization tzr san t)e ex-
pressed as7

m, :  (  t  l o f  l o )  ,

where lO ) is the ground stat€ of H and I t ) its first excit-
ed state. Using a Jordan-Wigner transformation of the
spin operator and by a canonical transformation, one can
rewrite the surfacc magnetization in the fonrr simply in-
volving sums of products of the couplingss

ms: [^S(  ] r r r l1 - t /2 ,  S( l , r r ) : l+  ;  r t ^ ; '  .  (6 )
J - 1 f t : l

The bulk critical coupling L, is detennined by the condi-
tione liql -- - n f : 1( 11 ). : l, so that

l " : l / r  0 )

for the hierarchical QIM described by (l) and (4).
To evaluate the infinite sum S( 1,, r ) for the surface

magnetization trrst let us define

zN- t  . '
S,,v( )rrr)= 1+

j - l  & - t

Due to the peculiar structure of the exchange couplings
(4), it is not difficult to derive the following recursion rc-
lation:

S,v*r(I, rl:( I + u}'-r /] 'z)SJv( )r,r), JV > 1 , (9)

where ,t - (L /Lr)z and the initial condition reads
,Sl(1, r): I + I /)\2. Thc above recursion relation, togeth-
er with (6), yields the surfacc magnetization shown in Fig.
l .

To analyze the critical behavior of the surfacc megneti-
zation, we take advantage of the scaling method proposcd
by lgl6i.l0 Denote by,S(z) the series expansion of ,S(1,,r)
in terms of the powers of u:(l, /)r"12. It follows from
Eq. (6) that S( z ) should show a power-law singularity
near the critical point z : l:

S ( z ) - (  l - u r - u '  , (10)

where p, is thc surface critical exponent describing the
singularity of the surface magnetization at the critical
pointa

m s - ( l -  u ) o ' .

On the other hand, if one trrrncates thc scries expansion
S(z) by rctaining the terms up to uL- I and discarding
terrns of higher powers of u, it cian be shown that the

FIG. l. The surface magnetization m, as a fiurction of
u : ( L, /)rf for different values of r. Thc surfacc magnctization
erponent p, vanes continuously with the valuc of a

truncated scries, Sr ( u ), should behave as .L 
4' 

^, the crit-
ical point u: I for large vdues of f,.4'lo Payurg attcntion
to the recursion relation (9) and its initial condition, onc
observes that

se (u ) : s1y ( ) r , r )+ ( I+  I  / Lz )uL - r  / t z ,  w i t h  L -2N  .

( '2 l

As a result, one has

sr : r i l  u - l ) : ( l+  rz ' )N+( l+  r2 ) r2 -12N1u ' ,  (13)

where we have made us€ of the critical condition (7).
From (13), it follows that the surface magnetization criti-

The surface magnetization critical exponent depends
on thc valuc of the hicrarchical parameter r, showing a
nonuniversal surfacc critical behavior as in the marginal
case with aperiodic scquence gencratcd by substitution
rules.4 The variation of 4 

"s 
r is shown in Fig. 2. It can

be soen that F, is no longcr greater than + when the
hierarchical parameter r < l, which suggests that the
singularity may bc stronger than in thc homogeneous
case.

It should be emphasized that the deviation from the
averaged coupling given by (2) now reads, for O 1r <_2,

2N
A(2i l) :

k : l

which leads to

lnr
or: 

,* 
fot r*l .

The wandering cxponent ar is positive and negative when
r ) I and r ( I, respectively, while the surfacc critical ex-
ponent F, keeps dependent on the amplitude of the
aperiodicity through the hierarchical parameter r. This
result is rather different frorn the cases where the
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FIG. 2. The gurfacc rnagnctization elponcnt F, I a function
of r. Noticc thst thc sptcm displays a strongcr singularity than
in the homogeneouc c88c when r ( l.

aperiodic scquence of the couplings in QIM is generated
by substitution rules.a For the latter cases, as the pertur-
bation caused by the aperiodicity is finite, the critical
bchavior subjects to the relevance-irrelevance criterion.
As a result, the surfacc critical exponent F, is nonuniver-
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sal only when al vanishes, wherealt for positive ar and neg-
ative ar, the corregponding systems display, respcctively,
an anomalous and an Ising-type surface critical behavior.
For the modcl treated here, oo the other hand, becausc
the exchange couplings can be infinitely strong (for r > I )
or infinitely wcak (for r < I ), one cannot expcct that the
relevancc-irrelcvance critcrion rernains valid. Our result
confirms this bclicf.

To summarize, w€ have studicd the surface magneti?a-
tion and the surface criticd bchavior of a hierarchical

QIM. The surface magnetization erponent F, has becn
calculated exactly using scaling arguments. It has bcen
shown that although the system may have bounded or
unbounded fluctuations in the exchange couplings )r*,
i.e., with thc wandering crponcnt ar ) 0 or a, <0 depcnd-
ing on the hierarchical parametet r, thc surface criticd
behavior keeps to be nonuriversal with the surface criti-
cal exponent F, bcing a continuous function of the
hierarchical parametet r.
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